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Possessive nouns
TODAY, let's have a look how we use apostrophes
to form possessive nouns , which means we use an
apostrophe s to show what someone or something owns.

These toy cars
belong to my
brother.

= My brother's toy cars.
We place an apostrophe before an 's' to show that his
brother owns the toy cars.
Now rewrite the sentences using possessive nouns.
The hamster has a seed.
=

Kate has a book.
=

The carrot has leaves.
=

The book has a yellow cover.
=

Circle all the possessive nouns. Finish drawing the missing pictures.
1. Terry's story book is exciting.

2. The hamster's wheel is blue.

3. The cat's basket is soft and comfortable.
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4. They're playing with the kid's toy trains.

5. I'll put Stephanie's pencil case in her bag.

6. He's putting the squirrel's food in the yard.

7. Fred's drawing on Andy's homework!
We can add an apostrophe s to the end of people, places and objects that are
singular to show ownership. Describe each picture in the boxes using posessive
nouns and the words provided.
PEOPLE

PLACES

Chris
cat

OBJECTS
table

park
fountain

sign

kite

headphone

cable

Jess
restaurant
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Sentence-making
Make sentences using the pictures and words provided in each box. Be sure to
use an apostrophe s in each sentence.

basketball

brother

kennel

dog

Fill in the blanks with the correct possessive nouns. Which sentences from the
above are the following pictures describing? Write the sentence number in each
circle.
aunt's

book's

jacket's

giraffe's

1. My father put some seeds into the
2. The

tail is short and curly.

3. The

jacket is neat.

4. My

purse is missing.

5. My

pockets are deep.

6. The

neck is long.
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Plural possessive nouns
We add an 'S APOSTROPHE' for regular plural possessive nouns like the following:
Two bears' cave

Three bunnies' carrots

Four churches' bells

BUT what if the plural noun is irregular, meaning it does not end with an 's' like
'children' or 'geese'? In that case, we simply add APOSTROPHE S again.

The children's book

The women's handbags

The geese's pond

Write the possessive form below:

mice

whiskers

forests

trees

mooses

lake

bears

honey

children clothes
men

boots

houses

doors

pirates

treasures

witches cauldron
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Decide if a plural noun or a possessive noun is needed to
complete the sentence. Circle the correct answers.
1. Seven ____________ are climbing onto the banana tree.
monkey's

monkeys'

Write the sentence
number in the circle.

monkeys

2. The ________________ cover is dirty.
book's

books

books

3. Green _____________ are my favorite.
apple's

apples

apples'

4. My _______________ sticker has fallen off!
lunchboxes

lunchboxes'

lunchbox's

5. 10 dollars equals to 1000 ________________.
pennies

penny's

pennies'

Find the mistakes
Circle the mistakes in each sentence. Rewrite the sentences correctly.
1. Diamonds' are my mom's best friends.

2. The mens jackets' are behind the white shelves'.

3. My grandmas cookies' are delicious.

4. These boots' are Damians favorite.
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